
  

eps.STRADA: One Enterprise, Many Capabilities 

 

Business Intelligence & Analytics Management 
eps.STRADA-BIA: Monitor & benchmark your organization’s pulse FASTER and EASIER   

Request Additional Information 
Call us today.  Make better business decisions tomorrow! 

eps.STRADA 
One Enterprise, Many Capabilities 
 

A blueprint designed and 
developed to help parking 
operators get the most out 
of their organization's 
critical resources. 

 
eps.STRADA is a fully-integrated 
enterprise platform that is the perfect 
fit for parking operators who seek to 
maximize efficiency and innovation 
while cutting-down on costs.  
 

  
SaaS Architecture 
With its SaaS architecture, the 
eps.STRADA enterprise will put your 
business on the path to profitability.  
 

 
 

 
Integrity Controls 
Hosted within an impenetrable, ISO and 
PCI DSS certified data center, the 
eps.STRADA enterprise employs 
sophisticated user-role and system-
based security principles, while 
achieving annual SAS70 Type II audits. 

eps.STRADA-BIA 
A Parking Industry Insight & Benchmarking BI System 
 

TORViC eps develops solutions that consider the full 360-degrees of 
parking management. Parking operators turn to TORViC eps to realize 
efficiencies, enhance quality and scope of their services and safely park 
more people with less cost. 
 
As an exclusive Parking Industry data aggregator and benchmarking BI 
system, the eps.STRADA-BIA solution was designed for parking operators 
to make more informed decisions with timely, data-driven answers to 
their business questions.  The eps.STRADA-BIA solution lets parking 
operators transform their business data into attractive and easy-to-
understand dashboards and reports for greater insights to enhance cost- 
efficiency and productivity, 
directly benchmark against 
nation’s and global competitors, 
forecast business opportunities, 
monitor trends and discover 
anomalies  and optimize revenue-
generating strategies.  
 

 
 

Why eps.STRADA-BIA? 
The eps.STRADA-BIA solution 
makes BI faster, easier, and more 
user-friendly.  Engineered for 
enterprise performance and scale, 
it also serves the rapidly changing 
business needs of smaller parking 
operators. 
 
With its open architecture and 
systematic updates, the 
eps.STRADA-BIA solution does 
away with the hidden system 
maintenance and support costs 
and drawn-out implementations of 
traditional CRM systems.  

 

Key Capabilities 
The eps.STRADA-BIA solution’s 
unique and powerful capabilities 
deliver a 360-degree view of all 
business operations and parking 
customer insight, and include 
 

 Intuitive data visualization, 
utilizing latest gauges and charts 

Mobile and desktop real-time, 
role-based dashboards and 
widgets 

National and global parking data 
aggregation and benchmarking 

 Logical alerting and messaging 

Universal collaboration 

TORViC eps 
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eps.STRADA-BIA  


